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Abstract

In this work, we present RepKPU, an efficient network for
point cloud upsampling. We propose to promote upsam-
pling performance by exploiting better shape representation
and point generation strategy. Inspired by KPConv [47],
we propose a novel representation called RepKPoints to
effectively characterize the local geometry, whose advan-
tages over prior representations are as follows: (1) density-
sensitive; (2) large receptive fields; (3) position-adaptive,
which makes RepKPoints a generalized form of previous
representations. Moreover, we propose a novel paradigm,
namely Kernel-to-Displacement generation, for point gen-
eration, where point cloud upsampling is reformulated as
the deformation of kernel points. Specifically, we propose
KP-Queries, which is a set of kernel points with predefined
positions and learned features, to serve as the initial state of
upsampling. Using cross-attention mechanisms, we achieve
interactions between RepKPoints and KP-Queries, and sub-
sequently KP-Queries are converted to displacement fea-
tures, followed by a MLP to predict the new positions of
KP-Queries which serve as the generated points. Extensive
experimental results demonstrate that RepKPU outperforms
state-of-the-art methods on several widely-used benchmark
datasets with high efficiency. Codes will be available at
https://github.com/EasyRy/RepKPU .

1. Introduction
Nowadays, 3D vision is in high demand for research thanks
to the rapid development of 3D acquisition technology.
Point cloud is the most common description of 3D data and
is widely used in real-world applications [18, 34, 37, 49].
However, real-scanned point clouds are often noisy and
sparse, limiting their further applications in downstream
tasks, e.g., classification, reconstruction, and segmentation.
To alleviate this issue, various deep-learning algorithms for
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Figure 1. Illustration of our main idea on 2D points. Take 4×
upsampling task as an example: (a) Early approaches [38, 65, 68]
use a feature vector (yellow) to represent the local region and gen-
erate points using folding or feature expansion operations. (b) Re-
cent works [58, 75] adopt local aggregation operations for point
upsampling, i.e., new points are generated by summarizing local
semantic information. (c) RepKPU encodes the local features into
a set of kernel points (orange triangles) as the local shape rep-
resentation, and lets this representation guide the deformation of
another set of kernel points (green circles) for point generation.

point cloud upsampling have been developed [19, 38, 64,
65]. The goal of point cloud upsampling, as demonstrated
in Figure 1, is to generate clean and dense point clouds from
noisy and sparse inputs; therefore, upsampling models can
be integrated into other approaches for related tasks, e.g.,
point cloud completion [58, 75].

Existing upsampling methods can be principally cate-
gorized into two types: generation-based and refinement-
based. The generation-based approaches [19, 38, 43, 65]
are primarily divided into two steps: (1) Feature extraction:
per-point geometric features are extracted in this phase; (2)
Coordinate prediction: coordinates of new points are pre-
dicted base on the extracted features. However, generation-
based methods suffer from outliers or shrinkage artifacts
due to the difficulty in predicting 3D coordinates [12, 24].
The refinement-based approaches [4, 12, 20, 24, 27, 51]
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mainly consist of: (1) Coarsely generation: an upsam-
pled coarse point cloud is generated by adopting sim-
ple interpolation or adding random noise; (2) Feature ex-
traction: extracting features from the coarse point cloud;
(3) Refinement: refining the point coordinates based on
the distance function estimated from the extracted fea-
tures. However, learning accurate distance functions (e.g.,
SDFs [32] or UDFs [6]) from low-res and noisy point clouds
is difficult [15, 22, 25], therefore, performance of these
refinement-based approaches is still limited.

To alleviate the aforementioned problems, we propose
a novel network, namely RepKPU, for point upsampling.
RepKPU is primarily based on the proposed upsampling
paradigm, namely Kernel-to-Displacement, as shown in
Figure 1 (c). Our insight into promoting upsampling quality
is to introduce better shape representation and point gen-
eration strategy, and in this paper, we show both can be
achieved by exploiting kernel points [47]. By revisiting KP-
Conv [47], we first summarize two key ingredients behind
the success of KPConv and kernel points: (1) Abundant
geometric information: different kernel points can repre-
sent distinct geometric patterns thanks to geometry-aware
weight averaging and separated convolutional weights; (2)
Flexible deformation: the positions of kernel points can
adapt to local geometry, as revealed in deformable KPConv.
Inspired by this, we reformulate point cloud upsampling as
the process of kernel point deformation guided by kernel
point representation.

Specifically, from the perspective of local shape repre-
sentation, early works usually adopt a shape vector and for-
mulate point upsampling as per-point splitting (see Figure 1
(a)). Some recent approaches [58, 64, 75] utilize the lo-
cal patch (i.e., the set of k-nearest neighbors), and subse-
quently generate points by aggregating patch’s features (see
Figure 1 (b)). Different from them, we propose kernel point
representation (i.e., RepKPoints) to effectively character-
ize the local geometry by encoding local features into Rep-
KPoints (see Figure 1 (c)). Following the spirit of KPConv,
RepKPoints is a set of kernel points centered on each input
point, and each kernel point contains a position and feature
to represent one certain geometric pattern. RepKPoints has
the following advantages over prior local representations:
(1) Density-sensitive. We use ball query [36] to search the
set of neighbor points whose size is determined by local
density. (2) Large receptive fields. We use a large search-
ing radius for ball query; therefore, a large number of local
points can be compressively encoded into a small number
of kernel points. (3) Position-adaptive. The positions of
RepKPoints can adapt to local geometry, like deformable
KPConv, and if kernel points collapse to the center point
or move to the corresponding neighbor points, RepKPoints
will degrade to the feature vector or local patch.

From the perspective of point generation, common

folding-based methods [61, 68] project 2D coordinates sam-
pled from a 2D grid onto the surface with the guidance
of extracted features (see Figure 1 (a)). Given upsam-
pling rate r, feature expansion operations [38, 58, 64] split
the per-point features by r times via MLPs or deconvolu-
tions (see Figure 1 (a)). Unlike them, we devise Kernel-
to-Displacement generation for upsampling. Specifically,
we first extract kernel point queries (i.e., KP-Queries) with
predefined positions and learned features and then let KP-
Queries be the queries of cross-attention transformer. Next,
by utilizing RepKPoints as the keys and values of trans-
former, KP-Queries are converted to displacement features.
Finally, the 3D coordinates are predicted via MLP from dis-
placements features. Despite the difficulty of predicting 3D
coordinates, RepKPU’s elaborate designs allow it to gener-
ate high-quality point clouds with high efficiency (e.g., 29%
faster than the latest Grad-PU [12]). Moreover, we propose
a parameter-free strategy to extend RepKPU for arbitrary-
scale upsampling by exploiting existing techniques.

In conclusion, the contributions of our paper can be sum-
marized as follows: (1) We propose RepKPoints, which is
an efficient local representation and a generalized form of
previous representations. (2) We devise a novel Kernel-to-
Displacement paradigm for point cloud generation with KP-
Queries. (3) We propose a parameter-free strategy to extend
fix-scale upsampling methods to flexible-scale upsampling.
(4) We propose RepKPU for point cloud upsampling, and
it outperforms state-of-the-art methods on several widely-
used benchmarks.

2. Related Work
Point cloud learning. The techniques for point cloud learn-
ing can be categorized into three types: multiview-based,
voxel-based, and point-based. The former two types of
works usually transform the irregular point clouds into reg-
ular representations by using multi-view projection [1, 11,
18, 45] or 3D voxelization [17, 28, 29, 44] and subse-
quently adopt 2D/3D CNNs. With the proposal of Point-
Net [35] and PointNet++ [36], point-based methods have
became the mainstream. PointNet and PointNet++ are the
pioneering point-based networks that adopt Set Abstraction
operations to model relationships among points. Following
their spirit, a number of SetAbstraction-based methods have
been proposed [26, 39]. Some methods [21, 52, 72, 74]
convert the local region to a graph, followed by graph
convolution layers. Other methods [47, 56, 59, 60] de-
fine novel convolutional operators that apply directly to the
3D coordinates without quantization. Recently, attention-
based methods [10, 31, 57, 66, 73] have achieved impres-
sive success thanks to the inherent permutational invariance,
where the whole point set or local region is converted to
a sequence and the aggregation weights are adaptive. In-
spired by pre-training strategies in the realm of 2D vision,
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Figure 1. Illustration of our main idea. Previous methods do not
explicitly consider intra-level multi-feature learning.
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Point cloud completion aims to recover the missing parts
of partial inputs while preserving observed details.

Progressive generation framework is one of the main-
streams and has achieved great success. One of the key
ingredients behind this type of methods is multi-scale rep-
resentations learning. With shape vector extracted from
partial inputs, these architectures firstly generate a coarse
point cloud covering missing part and then gradually up-
sample it to complete one with high resolution. The afore-
mentioned pipelines naturally generate points with multi-
ple resolutions. As shown in Figure 1(a), previous methods
capture multi-scale features via interactions between differ-
ent resolutions of points with skip connections (or dense
connections), this way is dubbed as inter-level multi-scale
learning. However, intra-level multi-scale features have not
been explicitly considered, e.g., the multi-scale features of
a point cloud itself in some completion block. As illustrated
in Figure 1(b). In this paper, we present Dual-level Multi-
scale Block (DMB) for point cloud up-sampling, which ex-
plicitly captures inter- and intra-level multi-scale features
and hugely alleviates shrinkage and outliers.

Several consecutive stacked single-scale aggregation op-
erators can also capture multi-scale features, however the
slowly increasing receptive field

The emergence of Transformer-based architectures Re-
cent works In this paper, we present that performs both
inter- and intra-level multi-scale interactions with proposed
multi-scale attention.

Progressive generation framework can naturally learn
multi-scale representation via multi-scale generation. It is
one of the mainstreaming methods and widely used in re-
cent state-of-the-arts methods.

Like shown in Figure 1(a), different levels in generation
phase generates point clouds with various resolutions from
coarse to fine. The positions and features of point cloud
with lower resolution are fed into next level via skip connec-
tions (red arrow). The green rectangle represents interaction
operation (e.g., MLPs, GNNs or transformers) which mod-
els interactions between point cloud with lower-resolution
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Figure 2. Overview of RepKPU. (a) We design Kernel-to-Displacement paradigm for point upsampling. Given per-point features F
(extracted by encoder) and coordinates P , we first feed them into RepKPoints Extraction Module (REM) to extract RepKPoints, and then
adopt KP-Queries Generation Module (KGM) to generate KP-Queries. Next, we employ transformer implemented with multi-head cross-
attention mechanisms [50] to convert KP-Queries to displacement features. Finally, displacement features are mapped to coordinates using
MLP. (b) A visual illustration for point generation in RepKPU.

more and more pre-training methods have been proposed
for point cloud [30, 53, 67, 70, 71]. Among all the afore-
mentioned methods, we first adopt vector attention mech-
anisms [57, 73] to extract per-point features from sparse
inputs, and then we propose Kernel-to-Displacement gen-
eration for point upsampling inspired by KPConv [47].

Learning-based point cloud upsampling/completion.
Point cloud upsampling and completion are two simi-
lar tasks, and there exist many general techniques for
point generation. Boosted by point-based deep networks,
PCN [68] and PU-Net [65] are the first learning-based meth-
ods for point cloud completion and upsampling, respec-
tively. Following them, progressive (or multi-stage) gener-
ation methods have sprung up [5, 14, 20, 43, 46, 54, 55, 58,
64, 75], especially in point cloud completion. Unlike com-
mon point generation, some methods try to use denoising-
based paradigm for point upsampling, i.e., a coarsely up-
sampled point cloud is generated by adding noise and then
refined by a neural network [4, 12, 24, 27]. Arbitrary-scale
(also called flexible-scale) upsampling [9, 12, 23, 40, 41,
62] is another trend that point clouds can be upsampled at
any rate after training one time. In this paper, we show
that RepKPU can be extended for arbitrary-scale upsam-
pling with existing techniques without retraining.

By revisiting aforementioned methods, the most related
upsampling methods can be categories into two types: (1)
Single-point splitting (see Figure 1 (a)): points are gener-
ated by feature expansion (e.g., duplicated-based deconvo-
lutions [64, 65] or folding operations [61, 68]) with fea-

ture vectors. (2) Local aggregation generation (see Fig-
ure 1 (b)): points are generated via aggregating local ge-
ometric information, e.g., SPD [58] and Upsample Trans-
former [75], where the local representation is the local
patch. The upsampling strategy of RepKPU is different
from these previous methods: we propose adaptive rep-
resentation named RepKPoints and devise the Kernel-to-
Displacement paradigm for upsampling, where the point
generation is reformulated as the deformation of kernel
points (see Figure 1 (c)).

3. Method
3.1. Revisiting KPConv [47] and Kernel Points

Applications of KPConv have achieved great success in
many areas of point cloud [42, 47, 63], except point cloud
upsampling. Kernel points are a set of points distributed
in Euclidean space whose positions are denoted as Pk ∈
RNk×3. KPConv first uses ball query [36] to search the
local region of each input point with coordinate p ∈ R3,
and the local coordinates and corresponding features are
Pr ∈ RNr×3 and Fr ∈ RNr×C , respectively. Then, local
features are projected onto kernel points via weight average:

fk,i =

Nr−1∑
j=0

max(0, 1− ∥(pr,j − p)− pk,i∥
σ

)fr,j , (1)

where, fk,i ∈ RC is the projected feature of i-th kernel
point. pr,j ∈ Pr and pk,i ∈ Pk are position of j-th lo-
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cal point and i-th kernel point, respectively. Kernel points
share a receptive field σ to shield the distant local points.
After weight average, the local region with a large number
of points (≈ 30) can be compressively encoded into a small
number of kernel points (≤ 15).

Moreover, each kernel point has an independent filtering
weight Wk,i ∈ RC×C′

; therefore, different kernel points
are sensitive to different geometric patterns. Finally, indi-
vidual filtered features of all kernel points are aggregated
for a local-aware feature vector fout ∈ RC′

:

fout =

Nk−1∑
i=0

fk,iWk,i. (2)

The above calculation process for KPConv can be formu-
lated as follows:

fout = KPConv(Pr, Fr,p, Pk,Wk, σ). (3)

Here, Wk = {Wk,i|i = 0, 1, ..., Nk − 1}. The positions of
kernel points in the rigid KPConv are fixed and uniformly
located on the spherical surface (except the central one lo-
cated at the origin point). In the case of deformable KP-
Conv, the positions are learnable like [7]; therefore, kernel
points can adaptively fit local geometry.

In summary, the key ingredients behind the success of
KPConv and the feasibility of applying kernel points to the
upsampling task are as follows: (1) Different kernel points
can capture different local geometric patterns, and their set
can finely represent the local geometry, naturally showing
their potential to serve as shape representations. (2) Kernel
points can adapt to local geometry with flexible deforma-
tions; therefore, kernel points are a competitive alternative
for point generation compared with other methods.

3.2. Overview Pipeline

The overall pipeline of RepKPU is illustrated in Figure 2.
P ∈ RN×3 is the low-resolution point cloud, which is
first fed into the encoder to extract per-point features F ∈
RN×Ce . Then, for each input point whose feature and co-
ordinate are respectively f ∈ F and p ∈ P , RepKPoints
Extraction Module (REM) extracts kernel point representa-
tion (i.e., RepKPoints) and local-aware feature fg ∈ RCk

from its local region. The coordinates and features of Rep-
KPoints are respectively denoted as Pk ∈ RNk×3 and Fk ∈
RNk×Ck . And now, F is enhanced to Fg = {fg}. Next,
we employ KP-Queries Generation Module (KGM) to gen-
erate kernel point queries (i.e., KP-Queries), whose coor-
dinates and features are Pq ∈ RNq×3 and Fq ∈ RNq×Ck ,
respectively. Note that Nq = r and r is the upsampling
rate. Finally, with the help of multi-head cross-attention
mechanisms [50], KP-Queries can adaptively summarize
the features of RepKPoints for displacement features Fd ∈
Rr×Cd , followed by a MLP to predict offsets ∆p ∈ Rr×3.
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Figure 3. (a) Details of RepKPoints Extraction Module. (b) De-
tails of KP-Queries Generation Module. (c) Details of Trans-
former implemented with multi-head cross-attention mechanisms.

The offsets can be seen as the new coordinates of KP-
Queries relative to the center point. As all input points share
the same modules, by duplicating P by r times and adding it
with ∆ = {∆p}, we can obtain the upsampled point cloud
Pu ∈ R(N×r)×3.
Encoder. The purpose of encoder is to extract per-point
features F from input coordinates. As our key designs are
centralized in the upsampling phase, the encoder is not con-
strained. By comparing several alternatives as discussed in
Section 4.7, we choose vector attention [73] as the funda-
mental operation and construct our encoder with dense con-
nections [13]. Please refer to the supplementary material
for complete details.

3.3. Kernel-to-Displacement Generation

We propose a novel and efficient paradigm for point cloud
upsampling, namely Kernel-to-Displacement generation, as
highlighted in Figure 2 (a).
RepKPoints Extraction Module. The details of this mod-
ule are shown in Figure 3 (a). Following KPConv [47], the
initial positions Pinit ∈ RNk×3 of RepKPoints are uni-
formly located at a spherical surface with a radius of rk,
except the one at the origin. For each input point whose co-
ordinate is p (red solid circle), we first adopt ball query to
search its neighbor coordinates Pr ∈ RNr×3 and features
Fr ∈ RNr×Ce under the searching radius of rs.

Then, we use a linear layer to map the dim of Fr to Ck,
and subsequently, we use KPConv and MLP to predict the
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offsets ∆k ∈ RNk×3 of Pinit. With the adaptive positions
Pk, RepKPoints can adapt to local geometry. Consider the
following two special cases: (1) RepKPoints degrades to
the feature vector if all kernel points collapse to the origin;
(2) RepKPoints degrades to a local patch if all kernel points
correspond with local points. Therefore, RepKPoints is a
generalized variant of previous representations.

Next, we project Fr onto RepKPoints for projected fea-
tures Fp ∈ RNk×Ck according to Eq. 1. With learnable
convolutional weights Wk ∈ RNk×Ck×Ck , we aggregate
projected features of kernel points to obtain fg ∈ RCk ac-
cording to Eq. 2. Finally, using concatenation and MLP, we
propagate fg to Fp for features of RepKPoints, denoted as
Fk = {fk,i|i = 0, 1, ..., Nk − 1}:

fk,i = MLP(cat(fp,i, fg)), fp,i ∈ Fp. (4)

Following the practice of KPConv, we set Nk = 15,
σ = 0.2, rs = 4σ, rk = 1.5σ, and the maximum num-
ber of neighbor points to 30. Therefore, RepKPoints has
advantages as follows: (1) density-sensitive, thanks to ball
query; (2) large receptive fields; (3) position-adaptive.
KP-Queries Generation Module.

As illustrated in Figure 3 (b), input features have been
mapped from F to Fg = {fg} via RepKPoints Extraction
Module. We first let the initial positions of KP-Queries be
uniformly located at the spherical surface without the center
one, and the positions are denoted as Pq . Then the new local
features Fg are projected onto predefined kernel points for
projected features Fp′ ∈ RNq×Ck according to Eq. 1. Next,
according to Eq. 2, the local-aware feature fg′ ∈ RCk is
extracted with learnable matrix Wq ∈ RNq×Ck×Ck . Finally,
we concatenate several aforementioned feature vectors and
feed the merged features into a MLP for Fq = {fq,i|i =
0, 1, ..., Nq − 1}:

fq,i = MLP(cat(fp′,i, fg, fg′)), fp′,i ∈ Fp′ . (5)

Here, hyper-parameter setups (i.e., σ, rk, rs and maxi-
mum number of neighbor points) are the same as with REM.
Cross-attention mechanisms. As shown in Figure 3 (c),
we use a three-layer transformer-style architecture to con-
vert Fq to Fd ∈ Rr×Cd . Before feeding Fq and Fk into
this module, we employ a linear layer to project the dim of
them to Cd. The attention operations in Figure 3 (c) are
the standard multi-head attention mechanisms [50], where
we let Fq be Q, and Fk be K and V. We do not use any
positional encodings as Fq and Fk already contain geomet-
ric information. In Figure 3 (c), FFN indicates a three-
layer MLP. With cross-attention mechanisms, KP-Queries
can adaptively summarize the geometric patterns of RepK-
Points and be gradually converted to displacement features.
Coordinates prediction. As shown in Figure 2 (a), Fd is
mapped to ∆p ∈ Rr×3 by a MLP with tanh as activation

function. ∆p is the new local positions of KP-Queries. By
duplication, upsampled point cloud Pu = {Dup(p) +∆p}
is generated, where Dup indicates duplication.

3.4. Training Loss

Given the ground truth point cloud Pgt ∈ RNg×3, we
adopt Chamfer Distance loss (Lcd) to supervise the upsam-
pled point cloud Pu ∈ RNu×3. We also adopt the fitting
and repulsive loss (Lfit and Lrep) used in Deformable KP-
Conv [47] to constrain the offsets ∆k of RepKPoints. Please
refer to our supplementary material for the details of Lcd,
Lfit and Lrep. Therefore, the overall training loss is:

L = Lcd + Lfit + Lrep. (6)

3.5. Extending to Arbitrary-Scale Upsampling

While our model is trained with fixed upsampling rate (i.e.,
4×), it can be easily extended to arbitrary-scale upsampling
with existing techniques, and the proposed strategy is ap-
plicable for all fixed-scale methods. We name it Fixed-
to-Arbitrary (F2A). Specifically, given input point cloud
P0 ∈ RN0×3 and upsampling rate r, we first use mid-
point interpolation [12] to generate intermediate point cloud
P1 ∈ RN1×3 without learning, where N1 = ⌈N0×r

4 ⌉. This
intermediate point cloud is noisy and non-uniform. Then we
use RepKPU to upsample and refine P1 for P2 ∈ RN2×3,
where N0×r+4 ≥ N2 = 4×⌈N0×r

4 ⌉ ≥ N0×r. Finally, we
random drop redundant points of P2 for P3 ∈ R(N0×r)×3,
and what we need is P3.

4. Experiments
4.1. Implementation Details

Experiment setup. All experiments of RepKPU are im-
plemented with PyTorch [33]. We train our model on a
single Nvidia 1080Ti GPU with Adam optimizer [16] and
batch sizes of 32 for 100 epochs. The initial learning rate
is set to 1e−3 and we decay it to 1e−4 gradually. We use
the same data augmentation strategy as with previous meth-
ods [12, 20, 38]. The hyper-parameter settings of RepKPU
are as follows: Ce = 64, Ck = Cd = 128, and the head
number of attention mechanisms is 4. During evaluation,
all models are evaluated on a single Nvidia 1080Ti GPU.
Evaluation Metrics. Following common practice, We
adopt three evaluation metrics: Chamfer Distance (CD) [8],
Hausdorff distance (HD) [2], and Point-to-surface Distance
(P2F) [65].

4.2. Evaluation on PU-GAN Dataset

About PU-GAN dataset. PU-GAN dataset [19] contains
147 3D models collected from [64, 65]. Among them,
120 models are used for training and the rest for testing.
By cropping 200 patches per training model and sampling
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Input PU-Net MPU PU-GAN Dis-PU PU-GCN Grad-PU RepKPU GT

Figure 4. Visual comparison (16×) on PU-GAN dataset. Please zoom for better viewing.

Table 1. 4× and 16× quantitative results on PU-GAN dataset.
We also report the inference speed in terms of seconds per point
cloud (s/pc) and training memory usage. The best and second-
best results are highlighted in bold and underline, respectively.

4× 16×

Methods
CD ↓
×103

HD ↓
×103

P2F ↓
×103

Speed ↓
s/pc

CD ↓
×103

HD ↓
×103

P2F ↓
×103

Training
Memory

PU-Net [65] 0.444 3.931 4.578 0.314 0.508 6.508 5.867 7.596 G
MPU [64] 0.280 3.910 2.842 0.303 0.181 5.204 3.127 7.050 G

PU-GAN [19] 0.260 4.707 1.991 0.403 0.217 4.119 2.604 7.058 G
Dis-PU [20] 0.264 4.411 2.020 0.579 0.197 4.143 2.625 7.060 G

PU-GCN [38] 0.278 3.579 2.549 0.317 0.155 3.843 2.764 7.562 G
Grad-PU [12] 0.264 2.623 1.982 0.306 0.129 2.631 2.242 7.144 G

RepKPU 0.248 2.880 1.906 0.215 0.107 3.345 2.068 5.860 G
RepKPU w/ F2A - - - - 0.104 1.975 2.271 -

points from them using Poisson disk sampling [69], 24,000
training point clouds are produced in total. The resolution
of an input patch is 256, and the resolution of correspond-
ing ground truth is 1,024 (i.e., 4× upsampling). Follow-
ing common practice, input patches are augmented to imi-
tate random and non-uniform inputs. However, the test set
only has mesh files; therefore, we sample pairs of input and
ground truth from original meshes by Poisson disk sampling
implemented with Open3D [76]. Each test shape has 2,048
points, and the ground truth has 8,192 or 32,768 points, cor-
responding to 4× or 16× upsampling, respectively.
Evaluation setup. Following [19, 65], each test input is
first cropped into several patches with 256 points, and then
the upsampled patches are merged and downsampled to tar-
get size using FPS [36]. The common 16× upsampling is
achieved by conducting 4× upsampling twice. We also re-
port the results of the direct 16× upsampling results of Rep-
KPU with our proposed F2A in Table 1. The training mem-
ory usage was evaluated with a batch size of 32.
Results. As the quantitative results reported in Table 1
show, RepKPU outperforms other methods in terms of CD
and P2F, and it is second only to the latest Grad-PU in terms
of HD. The visual comparisons are shown in Figure 4, from
which we can find that there are holes and weird patterns in
point clouds generated by Grad-PU. In contrast, our meth-

Table 2. 4× quantitative results on PU1K dataset. The best and
second-best results are highlighted in bold and underline, respec-
tively.

Methods
CD ↓
×103

HD ↓
×102

P2F ↓
×103

PU-Net [65] 0.665 0.693 5.747
MPU [64] 0.440 0.340 1.237

PU-GAN [19] 0.424 0.540 1.580
PU-GCN [38] 0.385 0.374 1.385
Dis-PU [20] 0.394 0.362 1.336
MAFU [41] 0.362 0.450 1.139

PU-Flow [27] 0.356 0.321 1.315
Grad-PU [12] 0.404 0.373 1.474

RepKPU 0.327 0.268 0.938

ods can generate more smooth and uniform point clouds.
Significantly, RepKPU is 29% faster than the second-fastest
MPU and takes 17% less GPU memory during training than
MPU, which justifies the efficiency of RepKPU.

4.3. Evaluation on PU1K Dataset

About PU1K dataset. PU1K dataset [38] consists of 1,147
3D models split into 1,020 training samples and 127 test-
ing samples. PU1K dataset is nearly 8 times larger than
PU-GAN dataset; therefore, it is a more challenging bench-
mark dataset. Similar with [19], training set consists of
51,000 patches cropped from original models. The train-
ing input size and ground truth size are 256 and 1,024, re-
spectively. The testing set has been provided in the form
of point clouds; the resolution of the input is 2,048 and the
resolution of the ground truth is 8,192.
Evaluation setup. Similarly, each complete testing point
cloud is first divided into patches with 256 points, and
then the result is produced via FPS. The early works [19,
38, 65] were trained with random inputs, while recent
works [12, 27] favor uniform inputs. Therefore, following
recent works, we use uniform inputs for training.
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Table 3. Quantitative results of the robustness test. The best and second-best results are highlighted in bold and underline, respectively.

Average Uniform inputs Noisy inputs Random inputs Noisy + Random

Methods
CD ↓
×103

HD ↓
×103

P2F ↓
×103

CD ↓
×103

HD ↓
×103

P2F ↓
×103

CD ↓
×103

HD ↓
×103

P2F ↓
×103

CD ↓
×103

HD ↓
×103

P2F ↓
×103

CD ↓
×103

HD ↓
×103

P2F ↓
×103

PU-Net [65] 1.091 9.884 9.523 1.056 8.302 7.904 1.118 9.309 11.943 0.982 9.713 6.900 1.206 12.213 11.346
MPU [64] 0.839 9.630 6.731 0.699 7.042 4.847 0.827 9.253 8.266 0.822 10.064 5.079 1.006 12.159 8.732

PU-GAN [19] 0.812 9.823 7.252 0.668 7.268 3.851 0.912 9.925 10.082 0.679 9.446 4.332 0.990 12.651 10.744
Dis-PU [20] 0.745 8.891 5.802 0.628 6.908 3.694 0.762 9.033 7.397 0.701 8.608 3.976 0.889 11.017 8.139

PU-GCN [38] 0.827 8.382 6.478 0.690 6.012 4.462 0.821 7.845 8.082 0.804 8.655 4.851 0.992 11.016 8.517
Grad-PU [12] 0.950 9.612 5.457 0.640 5.440 3.598 0.800 6.945 7.148 1.124 12.586 3.868 1.233 13.480 7.214

RepKPU 0.732 8.204 5.556 0.622 5.996 3.520 0.757 7.762 7.262 0.692 8.260 3.878 0.855 10.799 7.567

Quantitative results. We report the quantitative results in
Table 2. Whether previous methods adopt coordinate pre-
diction [19, 38, 64] or denoising paradigm [12, 27], our
method outperforms them by a large margin on all three
metrics.

4.4. Robustness Test

About Dataset. Based on the testing meshes provided by
PU-GAN, we construct a 4× upsampling dataset to conduct
a comprehensive robustness test. Ground-truth point clouds
are sampled from testing meshes via Poisson disk sampling.
As shown in Table 3, the input point clouds have four pat-
terns as follows: (1) Uniform: low-res inputs are sampled
from meshes using Poisson disk sampling; (2) Noisy: in-
puts are added noise with level τ = 0.01 after being uni-
formly sampled; (3) Random: random inputs are obtained
by randomly selecting from ground-truth point clouds; (4)
Noisy + Random: random inputs are added noise with level
τ = 0.01. Moreover, for each type of input pattern, we
provide three different resolutions (i.e., 512, 1,024, and
2,048) and report the average results of three resolutions.
Therefore, this dataset contains 324 testing samples in total.
Please refer to the supplementary material for more results
about the robustness test.

Quantitative results. We report the quantitative results in
Table 3. From the results, we can see that previous methods
have defects as follows: (1) some methods fail when given
certain input patterns; (2) it is hard to achieve triple wins
on all three metrics. Specifically, PU-GAN achieves the
best CD when given random inputs, while it fail in noisy
cases; Grad-PU fails with random inputs. From the aver-
age metrics (highlighted in gray background) we can see,
RepKPU outperforms other methods by a large margin. Al-
though Dis-PU keeps up with RepKPU in terms of CD, it
lags behind a lot in terms of HD. While PU-GCN achieves
the second-best HD, it is not good enough in terms of CD
and P2F. Therefore, RepKPU is a robust method under di-
verse input patterns and resolutions.

Table 4. Results of arbitrary-scale upsampling on PU-GAN dataset
in terms of CD, HD and P2F.

Grad-PU [12] RepKPU

Rates
CD ↓
×103

HD ↓
×103

P2F ↓
×103

Speed ↓
s/pc

CD ↓
×103

HD ↓
×103

P2F ↓
×103

Speed ↓
s/pc

5× 0.241 2.521 2.452 0.384 0.221 2.667 1.867 0.290
6× 0.227 2.537 2.904 0.501 0.204 2.595 1.873 0.366
7× 0.222 2.619 3.343 0.638 0.170 2.229 1.775 0.452
11× 0.222 3.720 4.953 1.338 0.136 2.058 1.808 0.890
15× 0.246 4.679 6.412 2.252 0.107 2.162 2.063 1.483
19× 0.278 5.852 7.701 3.395 0.102 3.771 2.030 2.220

Dis-PU Grad-PU RepKPUPU-GCN

PU-Net MPU PU-GANInput

Figure 5. Visual evaluation of impacts on surface construction on
real-scanned ScanObjectNN dataset.

4.5. Arbitrary-scale Upsampling

The results of arbitrary-scale upsampling are reported in Ta-
ble 4. For each testing mesh in PU-GAN dataset, we first
sample 2,048 points as input, then we sample 10,240 (5×),
12,288 (6×), 14,336 (7×), 22,528 (11×), 30,720 (15×),
and 38,912 (19×) points as ground-truth point clouds, re-
spectively. Note that, in the case of arbitrary-scale upsam-
pling, inputs will be directly upsampled to target resolu-
tions, which is different from the common 16× setup dis-
cussed in Section 4.2. The quantitative results strongly jus-
tify the effectiveness of RepKPU and F2A strategy.

4.6. Reconstruction from Real-scanned Data

We conduct experiments on ScanObjectNN dataset [48],
where point clouds are real-scanned, non-uniform and
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Table 5. 4× upsampling results on PU1K dataset. RepKPoints:
deformable kernel points or rigid ones?

Models CD ×103 ↓ HD ×102 ↓ P2F ×103 ↓
Rigid 0.345 0.286 1.118

Deformable 0.327 0.268 0.938

Table 6. 4× comparative results on PU1K dataset with different
upsampling approaches.

Models Details
CD ↓
×103

HD ↓
×102

P2F ↓
×103

A Baseline 0.365 0.301 1.263
B Baseline + Fg 0.346 0.281 1.124

C Local patches 0.354 0.296 1.150
D Local patches + Fg 0.344 0.275 1.099

E Folding queries 0.355 0.286 1.191
F Learnable queries 0.348 0.282 1.095

G Ours 0.327 0.268 0.938

noisy. Since there are no ground-truth point clouds, we
show the visual comparisons in Figure 5. Given an input
with 2,048 points, we first conduct 16× upsampling, and
then the surface is reconstructed from the upsampled point
cloud using Ball-pivoting algorithm [3] implemented with
Open3D. From the reconstruction results, we can clearly see
that RepKPU can generate more smooth and uniform point
clouds and subsequently benefit surface reconstruction.

4.7. Ablation Study

Deformable kernel points vs. rigid ones. Like KP-
Conv [47], the positions of RepKPoints can be rigid if we
drop the module that generates ∆k (see Figure 3 (a)). The
results are shown in Table 5, which indicates the importance
of the deformable capability of RepKPoints.
Comparisons of several upsampling variants. As shown
in Table 6, model A is our baseline which consists of the
encoder and folding operation [68] based on F . Model
B adopts RepKPoints Extraction Module (REM) to extract
Fg , followed by folding operation, and the results show
the superiority of the feature extraction capability of REM.
From the perspective of local shape representation, we com-
pare the local patch with our RepKPoints. Specifically, we
let the local patch of each input point be the keys and values
of transformer, and the neighbor size is set to 16. Model C
drops REM and model D uses Fg extracted by REM. Com-
pared with model A (or B), model C (or D) achieves limited
improvements due to the redundant information in the lo-
cal patch. We also discuss several designs of KP-Queries
Generation Module (KGM). The folding queries of model
E are generated by concatenating Fg with seeds sampled
from 2D grid followed by a MLP for fusion. As to model F,
rigid folding seeds in model E are replaced by a learnable

Table 7. Comparative results on PU1K with different feature ex-
traction operations.

Models Details
CD ↓
×103

HD ↓
×102

P2F ↓
×103

A Graph Convolution [52] 0.334 0.279 1.220
B Set Abstraction [36] 0.347 0.283 1.094
C Vector Attention [73] 0.327 0.268 0.938

RepKPoints KP-Queries Center point Predicted
positions

Deformation 
Paths

Figure 6. Visualization for Kernel-to-Displacement generation.
For each 3D model, we select one patch and show each patch from
two viewpoints.

matrix whose size is Nq × Ck. All the other variants (A-F)
illustrate the superiority of REM and KGM.
Comparisons of feature extractor. As Table 7 shown,
we provide comparative results about different encoder de-
signs. After trying graph convolution [52] (GCN), Set Ab-
straction [36] (SA) and vector attention [73] (VA), we adopt
VA as the fundamental operation of our encoder.
Visualization for Kernel-to-Displacement generation.
As the point generation process shown in Figure 6, we
can see that RepKPoints can fit local geometry, and KP-
Queries can be properly deformed to surface with Kernel-
to-Displacement generation.

5. Conclusion

We have proposed a novel network, namely RepKPU, for
point cloud upsampling. There are two issues that limit
the performance of existing methods: suboptimal shape
representations and point generation approaches. To this
end, we propose kernel point representation and Kernel-to-
Displacement generation. Specifically, we first extract ker-
nel point representation (RepKPoints) for each input point.
Then, by reformulating upsampling as the deformation of
kernel points, we adopt Kernel-to-Displacement to generate
points. Justified by extensive experimental results, our pro-
posed RepKPU shows superiority over prior approaches.
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